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Client Introduction
Kier Group are a leading UK construction and infrastructure services company delivering vital
economic and social infrastructure. Their team works across a range of sectors including
Education, Health, Housing, Highways, Aviation, Rail and Power, therefore requiring a large
assortment of workwear, corporate wear and PPE.
Client Brief
Due to the variety of jobs roles within the Kier Group and the diversity of work, they required
a supplier who could be their one-stop-shop for all PPE, technical workwear and corporate
wear.
It was imperative that the ordering system was simple and that the end users were well
informed about the technical workwear and PPE they needed.
Kier Group have worked with DCC to drive through improvements on its sustainability plans
where DCC were invited to bring initiatives to the table. Meeting held Jan 2021 with supplier
engagement to drive through this message and met with great results for both businesses.
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Our Solution
DCC provided the whole package of head-to toe PPE protection and corporate branded
uniforms, including bespoke brochures listing all the items that were chosen and required by
the Kier Group. Within this brochure there are pages that set out the essential information for
each section. For example size charts, safety regulations plus care and maintenance
information. Online ordering portal tailored to suit the Kier Group ensured a smooth
transactional process for its personnel.
Kier Group tasked DCC to rationalise the range of products. DCC kick-started this by reducing
149 styles of gloves down to 25.
Other ranges supplied by DCC to Kier Group include a comprehensive range of Arc Flash
clothing used by Highways and Utilities sections, GORE-TEX® wet weather provision and
branded corporate wear to enhance Kier Group image in the working market place. At the
request of Kier Group, DCC also included a maternity section of apparel to ensure every staff
member at Kier Group had what they needed when they needed it.
Continued Support
DCC fulfil over 1250 orders per month with delivery time scales of 48-hours for core products.
Delivery performance regularly achieves 97% and above SLA expectations. Account
management organise and attend meetings on regular quarterly sessions. Site visits are also
arranged as and when required. PPE steering groups allow Kier Group to interact with chosen/
specified suppliers across all sectors to provide the very latest innovative solutions and expert
guidance on legislation.
DCC have supported Kier Group on a number of charitable projects, most notably DIY SOS
programme with Nick Knowles providing a range of PPE equipment to support the volunteers.
£8k of PPE was also supplied for an apprentice training school project that Kier Group were
supporting as part of an offender’s program.
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